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Broadband Over Power Lines
on the "Federal" Stage
By Jason Kerben ■ Shulman, Rogers, Gandal, Pordy & Ecker

Broadband over Power Line
(BPL), a technology that uses ex-
isting power lines as a transmis-

sion medium to provide high-speed
communication capabilities by cou-
pling RF energy into power lines, is cur-
rently the subject of a Federal Commu-
nications Commission Notice of
Inquiry (NOI).  In short, the Commis-
sion is in the process of reviewing com-
ments on whether BPL requires regula-

tion and if so, how much.  The NOI
specifically requested information on
whether any changes to Part 15 of the
Commission’s rules are "necessary to fa-
cilitate the development of this technol-
ogy."  Thus far the most publicly report-
ed issues are the technical interference
concerns with BPL.  On an equally im-
portant note, the Commission proceed-
ing represents a continuation of the bat-
tle that has raged between the phone
and cable industry for some time.

As a matter of background, Part 15
regulates the equipment and devices
used as compared to the remainder of
the Commission’s rules which apply to
service providers.  The current Com-
mission rules control interference from
systems in the 9 kHz to 30 kHz band
by placing a limit on the radiated emis-
sions from any part of the wiring or
power network connected to the power
source.  The specific limits are depen-
dant upon the frequency.

Technical Issues
Part 15 covers an assortment of elec-

tronic equipment that generates RF en-

ergy whether it's intentional, uninten-
tional or incidental.   Part 15 contains
the technical specifications for the afore-
mentioned equipment by establishing
the absolute maximum radiated and
conducted limits.  In addition to the re-
quirements stipulating that no harmful
interference may result from the opera-
tion of a Part 15 device.  Harmful in-
terference is defined as any emission, ra-
diation or induction that endangers the

functioning of a radio navigation ser-
vice or of other safety services or seri-
ously degrades, obstructs or repeatedly
interrupts a radio communications ser-
vice.

One of the vocal participants in the
NOI proceeding has been the amateur
radio community whose members have

filed over 1000 comments asserting that
there is "severe interference" potential
to Amateur Radio Stations and accord-
ingly "disqualifies access BPL as a po-
tential future competitive broadband
delivery system."  In response, providers
of current and future BPL equipment
and services have countered that the
current Part 15 provides adequate pro-
tection or technologies such as Orthog-
onal Frequency Division (OFDM) pro-
tect nearby transceivers for interference.
The highly technical issue will likely be
subject to a lengthy review and testing
process by the engineers at the Com-
mission’s Office of Engineering and
Technology.   

Policy Issues
Commissioner Adlestein, hoping to

direct the focus of the debate, stated
that the "NOI was drafted for the sole
purpose of addressing the technical is-
sues associated with BPL systems and
not the policy ones."  One of the policy
issues (as there are many) that Commis-

"…the Commission is in the process of reviewing
comments on whether BPL requires regulation
and if so, how much."
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sioner Adlestein wished to avoid may be
the waging broadband battle between
the local exchange carriers (LECs) and
the cable providers for a number of
years.  Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL)
is the broadband service most LECs

provide and is regulated by Title II.
Title II represents a regulatory regime
where actions and conduct of the ser-
vice provider is tightly monitored and
controlled (e.g., reasonable prices and
service quality is mandated).  On the
other hand, the cable community has
provided broadband via cable modems.
Cable modems are governed by Title I,
which is largely deregulatory in nature.  

To date, the numbers of DSL users
pales in comparison to the total num-
ber of cable broadband users.  Though
far from a certainty, many industry an-
alysts believe cable broadband success is
due largely to the deregulatory environ-
ment that it developed under.  This
being the case, it should be of very little
surprise that the BPL NOI is the latest
forum for the respective parties to voice
their positions.  On one side, the local
exchange carrier Verizon cites the emer-
gence of BPL and "other largely dereg-
ulated alternative broadband" services
[Wi-Fi] as justification for complete
deregulation of all broadband services.
Verizon's request is based on the need
to bring some balance of the "burden-
some regulatory obligations" it is faced
with as compared to the competitors
who are largely free from regulation.
Verizon also raises the issue that BPL
may "leak or emit part of the high fre-
quency energy" and "potentially inter-
fere with existing voice and DSL ser-
vice."

On the other end of the spectrum,
AT&T asserts that LEC’s are disingen-
uous because at the same time that the

LECs are calling for deregulation for
broadband for themselves because of
the success of technologies such as BPL,
the LECs are also pointing out deficien-
cies of BPL.  Along those lines, AT&T
points to where the LECs are instruct-

ing the Commission to require BPL
providers to demonstrate that the ser-
vice will "not endanger LEC services,
facilities, or technicians" prior to it
being provided to "live customers."  It
is interesting to note that AT&T is cur-
rently the nation’s largest cable operator
(after merging with Comcast in late
2002) and serves over 21 million sub-
scribers and has access to about 38 mil-
lion households.

In addition to the
Commission’s BPL
NOI, the debate took
center stage at a recent
Congressional hearing
on the topic of broad-
band and where mem-
bers openly wondered
whether BPL would
be better served by
being classified under
Title I or Title II.  The
concern is whether
and if so how much
new communication
technologies should be
regulated.  Recently
the Commission an-
nounced that a "for-
mal proceeding"
would be forthcoming
on voice-over-IP
(VoIP) and wireline
broadband service by
the end of the year
which in part would
establish how the ser-
vices will be classified

for regulatory purposes.  While Com-
mission decisions must be made with-
in its statutory authority, the com-
ments filed by interested parties
largely dictate the course of action
taken.  Therefore, it is tantamount for
parties that may be affected by the reg-
ulatory classification of an emerging
technology (e.g., manufacturers, ser-
vice providers, end users) be involved
at all levels to ensure that their posi-
tions are voiced and protected. ■
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"One of the policy issues (as there are many) that
Commissioner Adlestein wished to avoid may be the
waging broadband battle between the local
exchange carriers (LECs) and the cable providers for
a number of years. ."


